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“Lieutenant Carlson’s platoon estab-
lished a strongpoint around a farm-
house overlooking a sunken road.
Around nightfall the unit underwent a
brief mortar barrage with no losses.
Just before midnight, without artillery
preparation, an enemy force estimated
at company strength launched a
ground assault from the cover of the
sunken road. The attack was repulsed
with grenades and small-arms fire af-
ter a sharp half-hour firefight. In the
morning, the platoon counted four en-
emy bodies left behind around its po-
sition. There was no further contact,
and the platoon withdrew on company
order at 1430.”

* * * * *
“The enemy attempted a local coun-

terattack at 0130, with approximately
a battalion of infantry supported by
three or four tanks and an equal num-
ber of assault guns. The assembly was
spotted by a recon patrol from A Com-
pany, and pre-planned artillery fires
were called in with devastating effect.
The disorganized foe withdrew with-
out launching the attack.”

* * * * *
“Three enemy tanks with infantry on

board succeeded in infiltrating the
battalion’s lines under cover of dark-
ness and a diversionary artillery bar-
rage on B Company’s exposed posi-
tion. Reports of an enemy armored
breakthrough, considerably exagger-
ated in the retelling, sparked a hasty
displacement of the battalion com-
mand post. Shortly after dawn, an ar-
tillery spotter plane discovered the
hostile tanks concealed under trees
beside a farm road 600 meters behind
our forward positions. The spotter
plane directed a fighter-bomber strike
that destroyed all three tanks. Later
that morning battalion outposts made
four prisoners among enemy survivors
trying to exfiltrate on foot.”

* * * * *
“Sergeant Smith’s cavalry vehicle

entered the town unhindered at 0845.

After weeks of bitter
batt le for the ap-
proaches, the objec-
tive had ‘fallen’ with
barely a whimper.
Smith’s men set up a
strongpoint at the bat-
tered railroad station,
covering the main road
junction, and radioed
that reinforcements
could enter the town
by District Road 17.
By 1100 two compa-
nies had followed and
cleared the town with-
out encountering any
real opposition aside
from scattered sniper
fire. Two American
soldiers and three en-
emy troops were killed
in a cops-and-robbers
type shootout when an
element of C Com-
pany stumbled across a party of en-
emy stragglers trying to leave town
with a handcart full of foodstuffs. The
town was declared secure at 1800. Its
new U.S. garrison went to sleep to the
tune of heavy small-arms fire from the
continuing struggle for Hill 232 four
kilometers away.”

The above vignettes are fictional-
ized, but not unrealistic, composites of
actions one can read about in any
number of after-action reports and of-
ficial histories from recent American
wars.

The striking thing about reports from
the down-and-dirty “sharp end” of
war is how casual, even trivial, they
often sound.

Where is the clash of mighty armies,
the fierce unyielding fury of divisions
and corps locked in death struggles,
the sweep of the 1,000-kilometer
front? Tactical reports often sound
more like police blotters than classical
battle narratives.

Indeed, experts stress that much of
what goes on in low-intensity military
actions — peacekeeping, guerrilla
conflicts, and the sort — really is po-
lice work: ferreting out an enemy
cadre in one village, uncovering an
“arms cache” with two rifles and 20
rounds in another, guarding a medical
clinic in a third.

But the vignettes above are not
based on low-intensity conflicts. They
are based on “conventional” experi-
ence in World War II’s European
Theater and in the Korean War, as re-
lated in official Army reports (see, for
example, the St. Lo campaign book)
and Brig. Gen. S.L.A. Marshall’s in-
terview-based histories.

The old TV series “Combat” was
sometimes humorously described as
“An Account of the Role of the Inde-
pendent Rifle Squad in the European
Theater of Operations.” Reading after-
action reports, one wonders if that is
really off the mark. If not squad level,
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the war seems to have been fought not
much above company level.

What, then, is the role of higher
echelons? Without trying to define
words like “tactics” and “operational
art,” we might say that higher eche-
lons move and sustain forces. War is
“maneuvered” at higher levels, but the
experience of “fighting” is usually —
not always — a company/platoon/
squad-level experience, with the bat-
talion level joining or dropping out of
that array, depending on the nature of
the war and local circumstances.

But, one might protest, what is the
current relevance of all this? With the
Soviet threat converted to a mere
political and economic-develop-
ment challenge, how likely are we
to fight World War II again? And
if we will only face low-intensity
conflicts in the foreseeable future,
isn’t this just rehashing the obvi-
ous? Why debate the primacy of
small units in small-scale opera-
tions when everybody already
knows that will be the decisive
level?

Yet the future is never clear or cer-
tain. While it may seem silly to pre-
dict that we will fight World War III
soon, it is suicidal to assume we
might not. It only took six years
(1933-1939) for Hitler to turn an age
that seemed more peaceful than ours
into a wholesale calamity. It took only
a couple of days for Saddam Hussein
to catapult us unexpectedly into what
was, in terms of troops engaged, one
of the biggest wars we ever fought.

Battle accounts of the Korean War
— still a viable candidate for a se-
quel, unfortunately — show the same
pattern as World War II reports. See
Marshall’s The River and the Gaunt-
let.

Anecdotes from the Gulf War show
that even its glorious image as a
bumper-to-bumper charge by thou-
sands of armored vehicles — under
the best possible conditions for divi-
sion-and corps-level fighting — can-
not completely withstand close exami-
nation.

There were times when our bally-
hooed technology went on the fritz or
got shot up, people got lost, commu-
nications failed, and individual pla-
toons and even single vehicles fought
a lonely war in which victory rode on
who shot first in a Dodge City show-
down. It would be foolhardy to think
we might not face such a war again. If
we do, our soldiers must understand

that, while they may start into battle
looking like a mighty host, they must
be prepared to end up fighting like a
SWAT team.

AirLand Battle doctrine, developed
to defend NATO against a Warsaw
Pact attack, recognized this. It rightly
envisioned battle as whirling, swirl-
ing, helter-skelter, pulsing turmoil.

Unfortunately, there appears to be a
real danger that we may lose this bat-
tle-winning, life-saving insight.

There is a lot of loose talk about
“new-age” or “Third Wave” warfare
and a “digitized” Army in which

every soldier will see the overall bat-
tle situation through electronic links to
high-speed battle-management com-
puters of awesome power. Everyone
will know the position of every vehi-
cle at all times, we are told.

Perhaps. No one doubts technology
will give us a big edge over less-so-
phisticated foes. Perhaps technology
will indeed restore the elegance of
18th-century war, when a general
standing on a hill could see his whole
army and guide it from afar.

Yet, somehow, I doubt it. I cannot
help remembering that smoke ob-
scured those 18th-century battlefields
after the first volley, the bad guys had
a habit of appearing from hidden
places behind hills, and the French
and Indians liked to hide in forests.

Today’s high-tech promises will
probably go the way of those made by
19th-century machine gun advocates,
who said machine guns would make
war impossible by inflicting 100-per-
cent casualties.

Soldiers are tough and smart. The
enemy will find a way to blunt our
technology. He will develop new,
cheap, effective ways to jam our elec-
tronic links (smoke up the battlefield).

It will still be harder to see at night
than in day. Clouds and fog will still
hamper operations. Maps will still be
misread. Machines will still break.
Combat will still isolate small units.

The enemy will find tactics to cope
with our technology (i.e., he will find
a way to hide in the forests, so to
speak).

He may break into small units dis-
guised as civilian traffic. Don’t mis-
take this for guerrilla warfare. A true
guerrilla war is a slow-percolating po-
litical revolution run by military ama-
teurs who use guns mainly for adver-
tising, not to destroy enemies in bat-
tle. It is tricky to fight, but low-inten-
sity and slow-paced. Counterguerrilla
forces have time to develop responses.

What we are discussing here is
something quite different: the use of

guerrilla-like concealment tactics
by a highly trained, professional
enemy to launch devastating at-
tacks designed to win the old-
fashioned way, by shattering our
forces in battle. Their approach
might look like the gathering of
the flock at Woodstock, but the
fighting might well resemble the
Battle of the Bulge.

This is not an essay on future
warfare, however. Predicting how an
enemy might fight our “digital” Army
is beyond the scope of this article. We
address the point only to stress that,
based on history, we must assume
enemies will find ways to lock us in
bitter battles decided at foxhole level,
despite our technology.

Such battles look neat on theater-
level maps, where linear fronts are
drawn and inconvenient gaps
smoothed out. At grunt level, they are
hard to visualize. Good tactical maps
show that the “linear” front is really a
jagged series of isolated company,
platoon and even squad positions.
That “bold thrust” portrayed by a big
arrow on the map at the theater press
camp turns out, on close inspection, to
be one platoon surrounded on a hill-
top (probably the wrong hill), all
alone, hungry and thirsty, tired, and
wishing with all its heart it were back
at Fort Hood.

Neither of these versions is wrong.
The tactical maps just show how elu-
sive the “big picture” can be at the
grunt level.

The foxhole soldier is like a water-
bug trying to relate to a map of the
Mississippi River. The map is accurate
in a strategic way. The river really fol-
lows that course, and the map is use-
ful to a boat captain (general). But it
means little to the waterbug (captain,
lieutenant, or sergeant), whose tactical

“...Based on history, we must
assume enemies will find ways
to lock us in bitter battles de-
cided at foxhole level, despite
our technology.”
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problem is coping with local ripples
and eddies caused by a passing boat.

“Uh, well, there was a lot of shoot-
ing and when it was over, it seemed
we had won,” sums up the waterbug-
level view of a big battle about as ac-
curately as can be done.

The general and his staff stitch all
these confusing little pictures together
into a big picture so that they can plan
future actions and give upbeat brief-
ings to civilian leaders, media, and
public. (Ironically, the closest front-
line fighters may come to the “big
picture” is seeing it in civilian and
military media.)

Modern soldiers — forced to dis-
perse by the range, power, and firing
rate of modern weapons — rarely can
see more than a few of their fellow
soldiers, even before shooting breaks
out. Almost everything that affects
them goes on beyond their sight.

For the sake of generals and privates
alike, the U.S. Army is striving might-
ily to counter this with modern tech-
nology — with navigation technology
to fix the positions of even the small-
est units, surveillance technology to
fix enemy units, computers to keep
everything straight, and communica-
tion links to let everyone supply little-
picture inputs and see big-picture out-
puts.

Yet, the changes that may really help
the most in battle are the ones de-
signed to make small units and sol-
diers less dependent on higher-level
guidance: better unit cohesion, more
realistic combat training, enhanced
professionalism of soldiers at all grade
levels, and continued emphasis on
troop initiative and communication of
intent through mission-type orders.

Ironically, modernity is bringing bat-
tle full circle. In medieval times, due
to indiscipline rather than technology,
commanders also tended to lose con-
trol over battle once they had delivered
their troops to the point of contact.

Battles broke down into a series of
man-to-man fights, with the outcome
dependent on the cumulative effects
of the quality of the individuals’ fit-
ness, training, and courage.

Today, the fighting is usually small-
unit to small-unit, and there is an ef-
fort to harness it to a larger scheme.
But the general tenor is remarkably
like those long-ago days. Modern bat-
tle is a soldier’s battle, from private to
perhaps captain, or occasionally lieu-
tenant colonel.

This implies that the general’s most
important duties come before contact
— training, informing, motivating
troops; supplying and positioning
units; etc. When the bullets fly, he can
help with his reserves, artillery, sup-
plies, aviation, etc., but the battle is
basically in the soldiers’ hands.

Two of the first and greatest modern
generals knew this. Napoleon said
sometimes you just have to give battle
and see what happens. Robert E. Lee
said he tried to get his army to the
battlefield in the most favorable possi-
ble circumstances and then trusted in
God and his subordinates. Nothing
has happened in this century, or is
likely to happen in the next, to change
that.

It is vital, but not sufficient, for gen-
erals to understand this. Individual
soldiers must also recognize their piv-
otal role and how much their actions
can matter even when they don’t know
what’s happening.

They must be self-conscious about
their decisiveness. They must know
that they can help win the war —
even when they feel most “out of it,”
most isolated, most forgotten, most
vulnerable, most unimportant. They
must take to heart British Maj. Gen.
J.F.C. Fuller’s vivid maxim: “When in
doubt, hit out.”

That doesn’t mean to act blindly.
One should always gather all the in-
formation one can with one’s own re-
sources and within the time available
before acting. However, having done
that, one should act, even if the rest of
the situation is hopelessly muddled.
Do something to the enemy. Some-
times seemingly trivial action can un-
expectedly exert decisive leverage
against the foe.

Some fine examples come from the
Battle of the Bulge, where numerous
tiny, isolated, unsupported American
units, led by junior officers and ser-
geants, battled hugely superior Ger-
man forces and disrupted the timeta-
ble on which German victory de-
pended.

There was Capt. Charles MacDon-
ald’s I Company, which held out in a
bitter forest fight longer than anyone
expected. Finally, it ran for dear life,
and MacDonald was sure he had
failed. In fact, his small fight had
bought vital time for higher-ups to
move other units into deeper blocking
positions.

Then there was 291st Engineer
Combat Battalion. In isolated penny
packets independently led by lieuten-
ants and sergeants, these 600 rela-
tively green troops stood up to the su-
perior armored force of Jochen
Peiper’s SS Kampfgruppe. Sometimes
fighting, sometimes blowing bridges
in Peiper’s face, they brought his dan-
gerous thrust to a whimpering, inglo-
rious end.

There is no way these men could
have known how vital their actions
would be. But they knew to act, and
the results exceeded what anyone
could have asked or expected. In other
circumstances, their deeds might have
been less decisive, but the point is
that, in battle, one often can learn
where the greatest leverage lies only
by trying. “When in doubt, hit out!”

If each unit fights its own lonely lit-
tle fight — however trivial it seems at
the time — energetically, aggressively,
and as smartly as it can, the cumula-
tive effect at the “big picture” level
will be victory. Then, when all is over,
the soldiers can stand up and say
wonderingly, as soldiers always have,
“There was a lot of shooting and
when it was over, it seemed we had
won.”
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